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1 of 1 review helpful A courageous witness By Joyce In this book s epilogue Jensen recounts the story of what 
happened during a Christmas truce that occurred spontaneously in World War I in 1914 The British and German 
soldiers sang carols shared cigarettes and gifts received from home played soccer on the field where they had been 
gunning one another down and even helped each other bury their dead Reluctant to resum There s a war on mdash and 
Lin Jensen isn t gonna take it standing up In 36 riveting scenes Pavement shows how the Buddhist perspective can 
help us all even in the toughest times Every day Lin Jensen has gone down to the center of his small town of Chico 
California plopped down a meditation cushion and sat peace vigils in protest of the US invasion of Iraq mdash his 
honest effort to change the world From his knee level spot on the paveme This is a truly inspirational book It is a 
powerful testament to the connection between spiritual practice and the yearning for peace Spirituality Practice Lin 
Jensen reverses the adage Don t just sit there do something into D 
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